Best iMoot 2014 logo and 'Shoe ' Selfie competition terms
Take a picture of yourself with the iMoot 2014 logo and a 'Shoe'

Prize: Customisation of the Shoehorn theme.
Entry details:
Please make your entries on the 'Social Forum' (2014.imoot.org/mod/forum/view.php?id=3) with the
title 'ShoeSelfie Competition' and containing the following information:
Name (if not full in your profile), Organisation, Contact eMail, Image (upload or public internet link, i.e. FB,
Twitter....) and the 'Tie breaker' - please state how you would make use of the customised theme.

Useful links:
•
•

2014.imoot.org/mod/forum/discuss.php?d=24
2014.imoot.org/mod/page/view.php?id=1

Judging:
You vote for your favourite (link to be confirmed) and the top five will go forward to the iMoot team to
decide.

Closing date / time:
01:00 UTC on Sunday 18th May 2014.

Competition terms
This is a single style modification to the Shoehorn theme: github.com/gjb2048/moodletheme_shoehorn by 'G J Barnard' (referenced by 'I' and 'My' in these terms) for 'You' (referenced by 'You'
and 'Your' in these terms) under the following stipulations:
1. Open to attendees and presenters of iMoot 2014 only.
2. Entry details not completed in full will be rejected.
3. Colour scheme can be modified in the following files: github.com/gjb2048/moodletheme_shoehorn/tree/master/less.
4. Background can be modified in (but not below): github.com/gjb2048/moodletheme_shoehorn/tree/master/pix and github.com/gjb2048/moodletheme_shoehorn/tree/master/style.
5. Your choice of font, one for the headings and one for the body text, maximum of two, which
must have a GPLv3 compatible licence, such as the SIL OFL for some fonts on Font Squirrel –
www.fontsquirrel.com.
6. Changing the colour of the icons is a long process. Therefore only current available sets can be
used, being those in Shoehorn, Shoelace and core Moodle or any other GPLv3 theme where the
icons are available. With the latter my decision on being able to use the icons is 'final'.
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7. The work will take no longer than half a day, thus being approximately four hours.
8. Any changes I deem as excessive will not be implemented. My decision is 'final'.Open to
attendees and presenters of iMoot 2014 only.
9. Entry details not completed in full will be rejected.
10. Delivery will be within a reasonable time after the desired changes have been stipulated in full.
However any mitigating circumstances in relation my commercial work load shall take
precedence. I shall endeavour to keep you informed.
11. Changes must be stated clearly (annotated screen shot desirable). Upon delivery you will have
the opportunity to view the result but I will not make any further changes if the result does not
meet with your expectation bar minor cosmetic alterations up to a maximum of two requests
and fifteen minutes work total.
12. As the theme is 'Beta', then a new copy shall be supplied once the parent theme 'Bootstrap'
becomes 'Stable' and hence Shoehorn can be proven to be the same. Duration between the
stability and delivery events is at my discretion. I will endeavour for this to be as short as
possible. The new copy will incorporate all changes to the theme that have been added since
initial delivery.
13. The theme is GPLv3 licensed and you therefore have the same rights and responsibilities as that
license mandates: www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html. This is not an offer of support. The theme is
supplied 'as is' as described in sections 15 and 16 of the GPLv3 license.
14. At your discretion the modified version of theme can be released as a 'branch' publicly for free.
15. No other prize is offered as an alternative to that of the 'Shoehorn style modification' under
these terms. The prize holds NO monetary value and a cash alternative is NOT offered or
available. The prize is non-transferable to any other person, organisation or otherwise.
Employees or family members of Pukunui or sponsors are not eligible for the prize.
By entering the competition you accept these terms.
G J Barnard – 8th May 2014
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